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• Energy transition and green growth in France: new 
law at the parliament

• ADEME’s 2030 and 2050 Energy Transition Outlook

• ADEME role for green growth : Focus on RDI
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The presentation  aims at giving you an overview of the actions in favour of the energy transition in France. Then I shall give examples onto the way the ADEME participates in its implementation regarding RDI, and shall specify what seems to us to be the stakes for tomorrow.



The new law in France for energy transition and 
green growth

• After a large debate among stake holders in 2013, a new law has been 
adopted by Government mid 2014 and under discussion by Parliament

• Main objectives to comply with factor 4 in 2050 :
• Reducing GHG emissions by 40% in 2030 (vs. 1990)
• Reducing energy demand by 50% to 2050 (vs. 1990)
• Increasing the share of renewable energy from 13,4% (2012) to 32% 

in 2030
• Reducing the share of nuclear in electricity mix from 75% to 50% in 

2025
• Reducing the share of fossil energy in energy mix by 30% in 2030

• PPE (Multiannual programming of energy) cover all forms of energy, 
including quantitative targets for renewable energy development
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The energy transition law to boost green growth – together with the action plan that goes with it – were drafted at the Council of Ministers meeting on 18 June 2014 and adopted at first reading by France’s National Assembly on 14 October 2014. It prioritises energy-saving initiatives, the development of renewable energies and establishes a framework for an energy model that is more diversified and balanced, as well as being safer and participatory. A National Debate on Energy Transition took place in France in 2013 before defining the content of this law. The ADEME has played a key role, providing the main proposals derived from our energy and climate scenarios for 2030 and 2050. This prospective study shows that it is possible to divide our greenhouse gas emissions by 4 between now and 2050 by halving our energy consumption and investing heavily in renewable energies.A macro-economic assessment of these scenarios, published in summer 2013, emphasises that the energy transition can also generate jobs and wealth. Some around 300,000 jobs could be created by 2030, and  around 800,000 by 2050.



ADEME’s 2030 and 2050 Energy 
Transition Outlook
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Elaborting these outlooks mobilized more than 80 experts and involved several modelling tools : Medpro energy demand bottom-up tool, electricity mix modelling tool, a specific modelling tool on the agricultural sector has also been used (Climagri : energy consumptions, GHG emissions and agricultural raw production)



Energy 
balance

GHG 
balance
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Conventional energy
Renewable energy

ADEME’s 2030 and 2050 Energy Transition Outlook



Energy transition scenarios to 2030-2050 
elaborated by ADEME for National Debate 
(November 2012) 

Final energy demand in 2030 and 2050

ADEME’s 2030 and 2050 Energy Transition Outlook



Electricity mix  in 2030

Mtoe

ADEME’s 2030 and 2050 Energy Transition Outlook



ADEME’s 2030 and 2050 Energy 
Transition Outlook : Macro-economic 

impact assessment



Macro-Economic Assessment : Use 
of the 3ME modelling tool

• Multisectoral Macroeconomic Model for Evaluating Energy and 
Environmental Policies (ThreeME)

• Developed  by ADEME since 2008 in collaboration with the 
French Economic Observatory (OFCE), an economic research 
centre at the Institute of Political Studies

• Supply and demand neo-keynesian model

• 24 production sectors, 17 energy sub-sectors 



Macro-economic evaluation done by ADEME shows that energy 
transition could be beneficial for economic growth (GDP +3 
points in 2050) and employment (+ 329 000 in 2030, + 825 000 in 
2050) respectively to a scenario without energy transition

Macro-Economic Assessment : Use of 
the 3ME modelling tool



ADEME role for green growth : promoting 
innovation with French companies



ADEME activity as operator of public policy 

ADEME is involved as Public Agency under the authority of Ministry of 
Energy, Environment, Sustainable Development and Research in the field 
of energy efficiency and renewable energy:

• Advices for the Government (on policies and measures) and developing 
tools for companies and local authorities

• Awareness campaigns and information of large public
• Supporting investments in the field of heat production from renewable 

energies and waste reduction
• Supporting research and innovation for green technologies

A staff ~ 1 000 

- 3 central sites (~50%)

- 26 regional directions 

- 3 representations in  
overseas territories

- 1 office in Brussels
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Playing a central role in environmental issues over the last two decades, the ADEME embraces subjects of major importance for society: energy, air, waste, soil ADEME is a Public Agency under the authority of Ministry of Energy, Environment, Sustainable Development and Research in the field of energy efficiency and renewable energy and is involved inAdvices for the Government (on policies and measures) and developing tools for companies and local authoritiesAwareness campaigns and information of large publicSupporting investments in the field of heat production from renewable energies and waste reductionSupporting research and innovation for green technologiesThe ADEME’s ambition is to be a leading partner of companies, local authorities and private individuals when they need project support in fields such as waste management, soil preservation, energy efficiency, renewable energy and air quality.



ADEME activities for energy transition and green growth  

• Supporting research and innovation for new technologies and services 
(R&D, Investments for the Future)

• Funding demonstrators (ZEB, buildings rehabilitation, smart grids, 
vehicles, industrial processes…)

• Technical advices for regulations (buildings codes…) and labelling 
(buildings, equipment, cars), for energy efficiency obligation of energy 
suppliers and certificates, for financial and fiscal measures

• Tools development for GHG emissions inventory and reduction plans for 
communities, companies (tertiary, industrial, freight transport)

• Funding local programs with regional authorities
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The ADEME has various tools to support energy and green growth transition:Supporting research and innovation for new technologies and services (R&D, Investments for the Future)Funding demonstrators (ZEB, buildings rehabilitation, smart grids, vehicles, industrial processes…)Technical advices for regulations (buildings codes…) and labelling (buildings, equipment, cars), for energy efficiency obligation of energy suppliers and certificates, for financial and fiscal measuresTools development for GHG emissions inventory and reduction plans for communities, companies (tertiary, industrial, freight transport)Funding local programs with regional authoritiesDue to the scope of this meeting, I will underline how is ADEME involved in research, development and innovation



Strategy for Research, Development and Innovation
2014-2020

ADEME 
Doctoral 
Thesis 

program

R&D 
Demonstrator 

Fund

R & D Industrial 
development

R&D 
demonstrator

ADEME 
Financing 

programme 

ADEME’s 
“Investment for 
the future” field

Business 
development

RDI supported by the agency will focus on, among others:
• devise responses to the expectations of society

• provide support for public authorities to help them build sustainable 
development policies that match these expectations

• accompany the emergence and implementation of a national offering of 
technologies and services that meet energy and environmental challenges

ADEME 
research 
program
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ADEME is a core player in the implementatio nof national research strategies; we take part in research programming, and provide financial assistance for PhD students, research projects, pre-industrial experiments and demonstrators with the Investments for the Future programme. Research supported by ADEME will focus on, among others on:- work to devise responses to the expectations of society and to provide support for public authorities to help them build sustainable development policies that match these expectations; - ways to accompany the emergence and implementation of a national offering of technologies and services that meet energy and environmental challenges with a view to achieving a low-carbon society that is adapted to climate change.More broadly, the ADEME's support for research, development and innovation (RDI) is framed in keeping with French public energy and environmental policy, and in particular policies in favour of the energy transition. The RDI directions proposed under the 2014-2020 strategy, when implemented, are expected to contribute to attaining the 2030 and 2050 visions elaborated by ADEME as part of the preparatory work for energy transition legislation.



Project size
in M€

Time to market

20

10  médiane

25  average

What is funded through ADEME Investments 
for the future program ?

 Public fund managed by 
ADEME : 3 billion € (2010 –
20217) (half already decided)

 Innovative technologies : 

research demonstrators, industrial 
research, experimental 
development,  pre-industrial 
experimentation

 Topics : renewable energy, 
smart grid, road vehicle, railway, 
ships, circular economy, energy 
efficiency, storage,  hydrogen…

 Target : mainly companies

– 85% of credits
– 50% of funded 

companies are SBC and 
medium size

 Investing through reimbursable 
aids, subsidies and capital 
investment
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The target  of the Investment for the Future program are mainly companies 85% of credits go to companiesAnd 50% of the funded companies are SBC and medium sizeInnovations technologies and also innovations in term of new markets or organizationsDemonstrations such as marine energy farms or territorial experimentationIndustrial experimentationTechnology platformsFirst deployment (recharging electrical vehicle infrastructure…)



Demonstrators and industrial experimentations 
in the transport sector 

• Technological innovations on cars : thermal  
(toward 2l/100 Km efficiency), Hybrid, 
electric…

• EV and hybrid charging infrastructures
• Specific vehicles for urban use
• Advanced mobility services 

experimentations (car sharing, car 
pooling…)  

• Innovative Railway
• Innovative Ships 

425 M€ funded by ADEME since 2011
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Some examples for the transport sector:- Technological innovations on cars : thermal  (toward 2l/100 Km efficiency), Hybrid, electric…Electrical Vehicle and hybrid charging infrastructuresSpecific vehicles for urban useAdvanced mobility services experimentations (car sharing, car pooling…)  Innovative RailwayInnovative Ships 500 M€ funded by ADEME 2011 - end 2014



Projects example : energy from ocean, Two experimental farms

NEPTHYD Project : 5.6 MW, 4 turbines NORMANDIE HYDRO : 14 MW, 7 turbines

GDF SUEZ在raz Blanchard的水力发动机试点园区

海下电接线盒

在科坦登raz 
Blanchard的10个枢纽
附近，电流可以达到
5m/s，

输电站发送
网上的电。



New concepts for 
buildings to avoid urban 
spreading - Dwellings 
exchanging energy 

Positive energy or low consuming 
buildings: towards positive energy 
buildings in new construction/ 
refurbishing existing buildings at best 
performances through 
industrialization of construction

Sustainable mobility: 
Urban mobility services and 
interoperability of transport modes, 
infrastructure for electromobility

Smart grid at the scale of 
territories : Objective to integrate > 
20% renewable into the grid and 
demand response with smart meters: 
16 projects already launched 
(experiments in the cities of Lyon, 
Grenoble, Nice, Toulouse…, or in 
islands (Corse, Guadeloupe, Réunion) 
7000 households involved in DSM 
projects (9 projects)

Financing green innovation at territories scale 
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3 examples of themes which concern the scale of territories1 – buildings and districts/blocks with positive energy�The new buildings are aimed towards the generalization of buildings with positive energy as well as the existing buildings, it is a question in particular for the existing buildings of industrializing the methods of renovation�Examples (photo): development of new concepts to avoid the urban sprawl and develop the exchanges of energy between buildings��2 - the road vehicles�Example: PSA Hybrid air project on the development of a hybrid vehicle consuming less of 2l / 100km��3 - Smart grids�Develop smart grids to allow the network to welcome more than 20 % of EnR: 16 demonstrators of smart grids have been launched�Example (photos): The Greenlys project which experiments the deployment of the communicating meters ( Linky) with 1000 households and in 40 commercial sites of Grenoble and Lyon



Exhibition of low carbon technologies 
on the square of Paris Hôtel de Ville
Paris, 3 – 8 July 2015 



For more information :
www.ademe.fr

Thank you for your attention
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